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Severity rating: Medium

Software affected

·         JBoss Enterprise Application Platform 7.2 for RHEL 6 x86_64

·         JBoss Enterprise Application Platform 7.2 for RHEL 7 x86_64

·         JBoss Enterprise Application Platform 7.2 for RHEL 8 x86_64

·         JBoss Enterprise Application Platform Text-Only Advisories

x86_64

 

Overview

Multiple vulnerabilities have been reported in Red Hat JBoss which could

allow an attacker to gain escalated privileges, obtain sensitive

information, perform cross site scripting attacks, conduct remote code

execution attacks, bypass security restrictions, or cause denial of service

conditions.

 

Description

1.  XML External Entity Vulnerability (CVE-2019-10172)

https://www.cert-in.org.in/


 

This vulnerability exists in org.codehaus.jackson:jackson-mapper-asl:1.9.x

libraries in Red Hat JBoss due to improper restriction of XML external

entity reference. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability affecting

the codehaus's jackson-mapper-asl libraries in different classes.

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could result in data

integrity issues.

2. Information Disclosure Vulnerability (CVE-2019-12423)

This vulnerability exists in OpenId Connect JWK Keys service in Apache CXF

due to improper validation of clientId by OpenId Connect JWK Keys service.

An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by by setting the

configuration parameter "rs.security.keystore.type" to "jwk".

 

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow a remote attacker

to obtain the public keys from a JWK keystore file.

 

3. Reflected Cross-site scripting Vulnerability (CVE-2019-17573)

This vulnerability exists in Apache CXF due to improper sanitization of

user-input in the services listing page. An attacker could exploit this

vulnerability by injecting a specially crafted script code into the web

site.

 

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the attacker to



conduct reflected cross site scripting attacks which could lead to further

compromise of the target system.

 

4. Privilege Elevation Vulnerability (CVE-2020-1719)

This vulnerability exists in Wildfly in Jboss due to a privilege context

switching error when EJBContext principal is not popped back after invoking

another EJB using a different Security Domain. An attacker could exploit

this vulnerability to gain privileges resulting in further attacks.

 

5. Incorrect Authorization Vulnerability (CVE-2020-1729)

This vulnerability exists in SmallRye's API due to incorrect authorization

checks. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by executing a

specially crafted code within the application server.

 

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the attacker to

obtain the ClassLoader resulting in disclosure of sensitive information.

 

6. Improper Access Control Vulnerability (CVE-2020-1732)

This vulnerability exists in Soteria due to improper input validation. An

attacker could exploit this vulnerability when using EE Security with

WildFly Elytron to send multiple requests occurring concurrently causing

security identity corruption across concurrent threads.

 



Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow a remote attacker

to obtain sensitive information.

 

7. File Inclusion Vulnerability (CVE-2020-1745)

 

This vulnerability exists in Undertow due to file inclusion vulnerability

found in the AJP connector enabled with a default AJP configuration port of

8009. A remote attacker could exploit this vulnerability to obtain

information of web application files from the affected server. If the

affected server allows file uploads, the attacker could execute arbitrary

code by uploading a malicious JavaServer Pages (JSP) code.

 

8. Improper Input Validation Vulnerability (CVE-2020-1757)

 

This vulnerability exists in Undertow due to improper validation of user

input in the Servlet container. An attacker could exploit this

vulnerability by truncating the path after semicolon in the Servlet

container resulting in incorrect normalization of the servletPath.

 

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the attacker to

bypass security restrictions.

 



9. Improper Allocation of Resources Vulnerability (CVE-2020-7226)

 

This vulnerability exists in CiphertextHeader.java in Cryptacular 1.2.3, as

used in Apereo CAS and other products due to its failure to allocate

resources without any limits. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability

during a decode operation resulting in excessive memory allocation.

 

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the attacker to

cause denial of service conditions.

 

10. Uncontrolled Resource Consumption Vulnerability (CVE-2020-10705)

 

This vulnerability exists in Undertow due to improper consumptions of

resources in the "Expect: 100-continue" header. An attacker could exploit

this vulnerability by sending specially crafted requests resulting in

memory exhaustion.

 

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the attacker to

cause denial of service conditions.

 

11. Inconsistent Interpretation of HTTP Request Vulnerability

(CVE-2020-10719)



 

This vulnerability exists in Undertow due to an error while processing

invalid HTTP requests. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by

sending specially crafted HTTP requests.

 

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the attacker to

smuggle HTTP requests without the affected user noticing it.

 

12. Path Traversal Vulnerability (CVE-2018-14371)

 

This vulnerability exists in the getLocalePrefix function in

ResourceManager.java in Eclipse Mojarra due to a directory traversal flaw.

A remote attacker could exploit this vulnerability via the loc parameter.

 

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the to download

configuration files or Java bytecodes from applications.

 

13. Unsafe Reflection Vulnerability (CVE-2019-10174)

 

This vulnerability exists in Infinispan due to an error while selecting

input to classes. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by invoking

private methods in any class with Infinispan's privileges.



 

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow a remote attacker

to execute code with elevated privileges.

                             

Solution

Apply appropriate updates as mentioned in the vendor advisory

https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2020:2058

https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2020:2059

https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2020:2060

https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2020:2061

https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2020:2062

https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2020:2063
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